2020 Minnesota Smallbore Prone Championship – NRA Conventional Prone Results Bulletin
The Minneapolis Rifle Club hosted the 2020 Minnesota Smallbore NRA conventional Prove State Championship on August 8 & 9. Heat, wind rain
and more wind challenged the 10 shooters. Condition made shooting competitive with scores tightly grouped. The Jury had one challenge to rule
on but all agreed that when plugged the score was correct.
When shooting was done, MN had a new State Champion, Tanner Barth. Tanner, a Junior that shot a fine score of 3175 – 188X. Junior State
Champion was Allison Buesseler with 3170 – 186X. We had a nonresident shooter who is not an MRRA member but was the Match Winner (State
Champion must be a MRRA Member). Gabriel Stauffer (Iowa State Assoc.) shot a fine score of 3180 – 200X and was the match winner.
I will point out two events that came to light after the match closed. Allison Buesseler actually shot a score of 3170 - 196X. The score error was
discovered the next day after the Appeal Period had closed. Since the appeal period was closed her “Official Score” stands as 3170-186X. There is
a lesson here!
Event two stems from an error by the MRRA President. At the 2019 Fall membership meeting rules regarding awarding of the Junior State
Champion title were drafted. The final rule was not published to a pending clarification. The Rule proposed was that if a qualifying Junior was the
high scorer, the Junior would win the State and Junior State Championship. Since the Rule was not finalized and published, the Junior
Championship was awarded to the second highest Junior as was practice from previous years. I must point out, the Championship was awarded
following the new system at the match. When this problem was pointed out Tanner Barth, State Champion was consulted. Tanner, happily agreed
that Allison Buesseler should be Junior State Champion as was match tradition. I will point out that this is a great example of sportsmanship Tanner
Barth!
The final Official match scores are found on page two of the results bulletin.
Respectfully Submitted,
George Minerich, President MRRA & MRC XO

